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Abstract. In this report we present a new numerical
approach and complex analysis of electron beam propagation based on a realistic model of an optimised imaging spherical deflector analyser. Electron beam trajectory simulations, carried out for real experimental
boundaries, enabled us to reveal and explain the unique
optical properties which were employed in the instrumental optimisation followed by empirical, spectromicroscopic applications. In terms of numerical treatment, it was possible to verify the low-aberration imaging in reciprocal and real spaces at π and 2π, respectively, and the advantage of energy-selective visualisation of the k-space. Furthermore, this unique feature
has been proven and confirmed experimentally by implementing the HeI/HeII monochromatic photon source
into our improved spectromicroscopic system and by the
energy-selective visualisation of an electronic state projection in the reciprocal plane. A clear correlation between a numerically simulated electronic projection and
an experimentally-obtained k-space imaging has been
demonstrated.

1.

Introduction

The research objective of the study is determined by
two main aspects regarding the solid state, and material science, as well as a correlated modern multifunctional methodology [1]. The first aspect refers to
the growing complexity of modern semiconductor systems accompanied by challenges in new semiconductor
devices and detector development which enforces the
application of innovative research techniques. In this
context the real-time spectromicroscopic observations
of the dynamic phenomena related to morphology (real
space) and electron band structure (k-space) of complex systems are essential for understanding and optimising of their electronic properties.

Keywords

In the past a simultaneous application of various surface-sensitive in situ techniques were required,
preferably integrated into a single instrument. The fast
multi-technique surface analysis allows for a detailed,
and precise characterisation and description of complex processes in multilayer semiconductor systems [2].
Unfortunately, the migration from one analytical technique to another is intrinsically tied to the loss of
the nanometric localisation preselected as the object
of analysis. The recovery of this information is often
not possible or is at least time consuming, which renders a versatile real-time observation and description of
surface processes on the nanometric scale impossible.

Aberrations, DEEM,
numerical simulations.

Since the dynamic observations must be carried out
during the physico-chemical response of the system in
real time, widely known scanning methods such as
SEM, SAM, AFM, STM, STEM [3], etc. cannot be

electron

microscopy,
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considered as potential candidates for time-dependent
examination of fast surface processes. The key to solving this problem is the cathode objective lens, in which
the sample is a part of the electron optical system.
Consequently, the choice of the research tool is reduced to the group of ’parallel imaging’ microscopic
techniques involving an electrostatic immersion field
such as Low Energy Electron Microscopy (LEEM) [4].
The related ’parallel imaging’ microscopic technique
PEEM (PhotoEmission Electron Microscopy) which
only utilises the work function contrast, was originally selected for the dynamic real-time visualisation of
chemical reactions on metallic surfaces under external
stimuli (Prof. Gerhard Ertl, Nobel Prize in Chemistry
2007) [5].

2.
2.1.

Real System Representation
Electron Optical Model

The electron optical model utilises a unique property
of position and angle restoration in the case of particle motion in the central force field after a deflection
of 2π. It was previously identified, and theoretically
described for the first time, based on an idealised field
arrangement and simplified assumptions [6]. Therefore, the solutions and implementations related to the
2π deflection concept of innovative imaging system [6]
require a more realistic approach, especially regarding
the fringing fields and other field perturbations. They
should be included into field and trajectory calculaAn ongoing development of comprehensive micro- tions aimed at the optimisation of the energy disperscopic surface science methods [1] involves complex sive properties in the symmetry plane at π. Further
electron optical concepts and diverse mechanisms of deflection by π leads to cancellation of chromatic and
low energy electron interaction with semiconductor geometric aberrations. Such integration of the two inand metallic surfaces. It implies thus the necessity dependent single π deflections [6], implies the galvanic
for an advanced theoretical analysis of the electron separation between them and therefore the introducbeam propagation. It results in an essential improve- tion of an accurate fringing field correction at the coument of imaging aberrations of the novel instrumen- pling positions.
tal solutions which enable different types of contrast:
phase (diffraction), chemical (electronic structure),
topographic (work function, secondary electrons) and
magnetic (polarised electrons), as well as the development of the dedicated analytical imaging technique
DEEM (Dual Emission Electron Microscopy) [6].
The proposed methodology utilises these mechanisms based on the original concepts in the field of electron optics, surface physics, electron microscopy and
nanotechnology. It is based on the concept of Spherical Deflector Analyser (α-SDA), which exhibits several unique imaging properties regarding optical aberrations, simultaneous k-space and real-image creation
(after π and 2π, respectively), synchronous pulse compression in time and space, etc. [7]. However, the first
theoretical description of the concept [6] was based on
an idealistic model that was neither suitable for real instrumental realisation, and further improvement, nor
Fig. 1: CAD representation of the spherical analyser model.
for optimisation, especially in the context of under1, 2 - first hemispheres; 3, 4 - second hemispheres;
standing the experimental results.
5 - magnetic deflector; 6, 8, 9 - image transfer lenses;
10 - dispersion aperture; 10a, 10b - aperture drivers;

Considering these remarks, we have now formulated
11 - upper correction plates.
a complementary analysis of a numerically simulated
electron beam propagation as a part of our study, aimFigure 1 illustrates the proposed electron optical
ing not only at further improvement of the proposed model for numerical treatment and its instrumental immethodology but also, for better understanding of the plementation. The optical optimisation and realisation
experimental results in both reciprocal and real space. of this new energy-selective imaging concept required
several novel instrumental solutions for a fringing field
simulation (11, Fig. 1). The numerical study was initiated by the theoretical confirmation of the correctness
of the primary hypothesis and its idealised considerations [6]. A spherical electrode (2, 4, Fig. 1) with
positive potential is located at the centre of a slightly
larger spherical surface (1, 3, Fig. 1) with negative po-
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tential, causing the formation of a radial electric field in
the gap between them, directed to the central symmetry point of the system. An angular field cut-off (15◦ ),
which enables the access to this central force field (allowing the input and output of propagating electrons),
is reproduced by the 15◦ magnetic deflector (5, Fig. 1)
to restore the primary deflection angle of 2π. As seen
in Fig. 1, along the symmetry plane of this system, the
spherical electrodes were galvanically divided in two
halves, which enabled their independent switching on
and off (i.e., one half active – π deflection, two halves
active – 2π deflection). The separation also enabled
the mechanical implementation of a dispersion aperture (10, Fig. 1) for the energy selection in the gap between them. On the output axis of the first hemisphere,
behind the dispersion aperture and the outer electrode,
a lens system column (6, Fig. 1) for energy-selective
k-space imaging is located (a small opening is made
in the outer electrode of the second hemisphere to allow the electrons propagation in this operation mode).
On the output axis of the second hemisphere, another lens system column is located (8, Fig. 1). The
second column is dedicated to energy-selective realspace imaging (both images: k and r, are brought
to the symmetry planes, which are rotated by an angle of π/2). Switching of only one voltage, namely
the second hemisphere, transfers the electron beam
from one column to the other and enables quasisimultaneous imaging of the k- and r-plane at two independent screens. Since electrons trace an ‘α’ sign
during their propagation in the spherical geometry,
the system was identified as the α-Spherical Deflector
Analyser (α-SDA).
The optical parameters of the system distinguish it
from others currently known, also due to the collinear
character of such electron propagation before and after penetration of the deflecting field. Both angle
and location operator (at the plane after deflection by
π) is identical to the operator of a mirror reflection.
In a mathematical sense, it means that further propagation of an electron in the alpha-spherical deflector
is similar to the propagation of light after reflection in
a classical transparent mirror, as it would propagate
’through the looking-glass’. In the idealistic, mathematical approach, this feature makes the α-SDA solution unique: on ‘the other side of mirror’ all the angles determined by an equation of motion at the input
and output are conserved (no geometrical aberrations)
and particle energies selective (no chromatic aberrations). According to Fig. 1, we propose now a new realistic model for numerical calculations to simulate the
function of the real spectromicroscopic instrument aiming at its further optimisation. Several electron- optical
and instrumental improvements were also described,
similar to the numerical considerations and presented
realistic model. The fringing field correctors (11a, 11b,
11c, 11d - at four electrostatic boundaries and 12 - at
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two magnetic boundaries) were implemented, according to the practical scheme of Fig. 1.
The numerical conclusions from real-model simulations on the ‘dual-imaging’ α-SDA system reported below enabled empirical confirmation of the introduced
developments and improvements with a better understanding of the experimental results.

2.2.

Numerical Treatment

This study uses COMSOL Multiphysics software with
its AC/DC module which offers simulation of both
electrostatic and magnetic fields along with chargedparticle tracing. Preliminary simulations, carried out
with the physics-induced settings of mesh and solver,
showed the complexity of the problem and the need
of an approach consisting of investigating the equilibrium between the results’ accuracy and the computational expense required for a valid study evaluation. For this purpose, it was necessary to familiarise
ourselves with the underlying mathematics involved
in the computation and the control functions offered
by the software. It uses the Finite Element Method for
the numerical approximation of a physical system and
consists of three main fields of preparation: the design
of a geometrical, idealistic model with its boundary
conditions applied, a mesh that converts it into a discrete set of elements (nodes, boundaries, et cetera), and
finally, a solver, which controls the algorithms computing the unknown values over this set [8]. The most challenging aspect of the case under study was the ratio of
the measured quantities - aberrations of several µm to the overall size of the system - for example, the trajectory length of up to half a metre. A minor error in
electron deflection at the start would cause a significant
displacement at the final screen. This fundamental difficulty was the reason for several adjustments carried
out to maintain the local distortions at a sufficiently
low level, such that the consequent error does not exceed the measured value. By analysing the preservation of the image geometry at certain image planes of
the analyser, we can examine the compliance with this
condition as observed from the previous papers [6] and
[9].
Among the optimisation measures taken, the most
profound one was the simplification of the geometry.
We decided to reduce the model body to the space
of the non-zero field (both electrostatic and magnetic)
and the remaining field-less space which the electrons
were to pass through. The elements being the source
of the electric field were represented only by their
surfaces adjacent to the modelled region. Moreover,
a five-centimetre-wide slice parallel to the central trajectory was cut out from the entire spherical analyser model. This simplification was based on the as-
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sumption that the influence of the field at a certain
distance from the central trajectory can be considered negligible (2.5 times the gap between the hemispheres). Nevertheless, an appropriate boundary at
the resulting edges was provided. In the case of the
magnetic deflector, its geometry was modelled without
any substantial simplifications, to comply with the laws
of electromagnetism.
A continuous analytical solution given for any point
in the model is an extensive problem to be treated
by numerical means. The final solution is obtained
instead by solving a linear-equations system derived
from Maxwell’s fundamental laws of electromagnetism
using a set of Hilbert space test functions. These allow for the restriction of a sought local value to be
dependent only on several adjacent points of the mesh.
As a result, the stiffness matrix, which describes dependencies between all points in the system, becomes
sparse [10] and, along with the matrices of unknowns,
forms a convenient problem for use with one of the
solving algorithms [11]. For this case the Conjugate
Gradients method was employed [12]. It takes an average of 23 iterations to minimise the residual error below
the specified level from an initial guess, using a nonlinear Newton damping method as described in [13].
Here, the imposed termination criterion was the relative solution error, computed as a weighted Euclidean
norm, being lower than the level of relative tolerance
set to 0.001.
The adaptation of an appropriate mesh to the analytically defined geometrical model has a direct influence on the solution accuracy, since the calculation
of the electron trajectory takes the local electrostatic
and magnetic field values from a former solution over
the set of mesh elements. The denser and uniform the
field value discretisation, the better the real trajectory
approximation. For the sake of uniformity, a regular
quadrilateral element type would be the best solution
for this case, but unfortunately, it was found unsuitable. The model body has a complex shape, and certain features interfere with the homogeneity, the correction plates fitted in between the hemispheres or the
circular opening in the lower hemisphere, which allows, for example, the transfer of the image to the
diffraction imaging column. Therefore, to fit all the
boundaries and the interior of the model, a universal
non-regular tetrahedral mesh is applied. Several parts
have a curved (spherical or, at best, cylindrical) shape,
hence the cubic (k = 3) shape function order is set to
lower the geometrical interpolation error. It enabled
providing a more accurate analytical solution by involving as many as 20 nodes belonging to a tetrahedral
mesh element in the calculation of the field inside it.
In the case of, for example, the linear shape order it
would be limited to four nodes only. Yet, the application of a so-defined mesh can cause the occurrence
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of several inverted curved elements. Thus, an automatic optimisation algorithm is used, to locally lower
the shape order to avoid the introduction of a significant error. As a basic assumption for the vicinity of
the expected trajectories, a minimum element size of
ca. 100 µm has been specified.
A manual iterative re-meshing study conducted, consists of an analysis of the electron acceleration components in each direction along the central trajectory
and the minimisation of their differential by inserting
several Mesh Control Domains (MCD) to control the
computational complexity of the whole problem and
yield an acceptable level of inaccuracy of the results
at the same time. These domains allowed us to set
the assumed low mesh-element size in the regions of
local, rapid field-value changes whereas increasing it
at a distance from the possible trajectories. The final
mesh configuration amounted to over 15.5 million degrees of freedom. Along with the mesh optimisation,
to find a threshold over which the error raised to a significant level, the time step for trajectory simulation is
adjusted. It has been estimated at about 15 ps, which
converted to lateral dimensions, assuming the average
electron energy of 1000 eV, equals to 200 µm and correlates with the mesh-element size. The overall time
of a complete simulation of the field’s distribution and
the electron trajectory in most cases reached one hour,
most of which the solver spent on the iterative field
calculations while the latter electron tracing typically
took several minutes.

2.3.

Magnetic- and Electrostatic
Field Optimisation

As indicated in the real system model in Fig. 1, its complex field configuration is implied by the necessity for
recovery of the field fraction that is lost because of the
angular ’15-degree-cut-off’ in the spherical electrostatic
field. This perturbation of the perfect central force
field is practically unavoidable since the ideal spherical
field considered previously is internally ’closed’ for
charged particle penetration. Therefore, to restore
the full angle deflection of 2π, i.e., the mentioned
’α-like’ quasi-linear electron beam propagation
(Fig. 1), the same deflection of 15◦ was assured by
the instrumental implementation of the magnetic
sector field (5, Fig. 1).
An additional advantage arises from the well-known property that the
deflection angle of a magnetic field is inversely
transformed when the direction of propagation
changes.
Since the electrons pass through the
magnetic sector field twice, the mirror symmetry
of the system brings the electron beam at the output
to the same primary direction at the system entrance.
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Fig. 2: (a), (b) Fringing field correction after π deflection, and (c) cross-section of the system model geometry with exemplary
trajectory. Element numeration as in Fig. 1, additionally: 7 - diffraction plane; 12 - lower correction plates.

However, the intended doubling of the beam travel
through the magnetic deflector means a fourfold contribution of the field boundaries, making the problem
more significant. Additionally, as already mentioned in
the previous section, the spherical electrodes must be
galvanically separated into two halves enabling their
independent switching on and off (i.e., one-half active
– π deflection, two halves active – 2π deflection,
Fig. 2(a). Also, the mechanical implementation (in
the gap between them) of the dispersion aperture (10,
Fig. 1) for energy selection required a discernible distance between the spheres. As a consequence, two further field boundaries occur in the system. Thus, this elegant conceptual solution in the idealistic approach enforces some electron-optical compromise when brought
into an instrumental realisation: the described distortion of the ideal spherical system implements in total
six fringing field regions (four electrostatic at the entrance and exit, and two magnetic on both sides of the
sector field) which, because of the compact instrument
size, contribute to the electron-optical picture and cannot be neglected.
In this study, we have created a realistic model in
which we consider the real contribution of all existing
field boundaries. In the earlier intuitive model, a perfect radial field distribution at the ’cut-offs’ was assumed in the simplified model to carry out the analytical, rough description. Figure 2(a) illustrates the radial
electrostatic potential distribution just at the capacitor boundary in three considered cases: a theoretical
curve of the ideal spherical system (solid line), potential distribution with (dashed line) and without field
correction (cross marks). The advantage of the last
solution is obvious: the potential distribution (cross
marks) with a system of rings at the electrode terminations follows the ideal curve (solid line) nearly perfectly.
Therefore, during instrumental realisation, the system
was enhanced by external field correctors and then by

electron optical trajectory simulations considering the
correcting rings arrangement and its field distribution
(3, Fig. 2(a)) as a contribution to the correct description of spectromicroscopic imaging. Finally, Fig. 2(b)
indicates potential restoration even if the upper and
lower hemispheres are galvanically separated.
Exploiting the new potential configuration from
Fig. 2(a), we could now ’calibrate’ the system to meet
the physical, experimental conditions and to correlate
the numerical simulations with the first experimental
results. Thus, we have adjusted the initial conditions
for the π deflection first in the diffraction mode, i.e.,
the second hemisphere was switched off.
Prior to the analyser potential’s calibration, the
transfer lenses’ focal length and the sector field value
were optimised. The lens was simulated separately and
the resulting focusing potential value was transferred
to the main system model. Then a test condition was
arranged by releasing a single electron from the reciprocal plane (7, Fig. 2(c)) at a right angle towards the
magnetic deflector centre. The proper sector field value
was sought to align the trajectory onto the tangent at
the first hemisphere boundary. Having this initial configuration, we were able to calibrate the next stages of
the instrument operation.
The described electrostatic deflection system allows
the introduction of correction parameters at several
points along the electron path to superpose with the
originally defined idealistic potential values. First, the
electron energy value in the central force-field equation was slightly changed in order to modify the deflection conditions in the first hemisphere and correct
the trajectory radius after π deflection. Then, another coefficient was introduced on the correction rings
(11, Fig. 2(b)) intended to combine with their calculated ideal potentials (dependent on the imaging mode
LEEM/LEED) in order to fix a right angle at this
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Fig. 3: (a) Magnetic field distribution without (upper) and with (lower) magnetic shielding applied. (b) Comparison of the field
strength along the vertical axis in the two cases. (c) View of a partly assembled deflector. 14 - pole pieces, 15 - magnetic
core with coils wound, 16 - magnetic shielding case.

boundary so that the electron hits the centre of the
screen (7, Fig. 2(c)). Next, the lower hemisphere was
turned on and the deflection potentials were shifted
again by a small delta to align the trajectory to the
ideal radius after the 2π −15◦ (345◦ ) deflection. Lastly,
another symmetrical change was applied to the values
of the correction rings’ potentials at this boundary to
adjust the outbound angle to match the inbound one
(15◦ ), as it is mandatory to comply with the sector field
symmetry requirements. After this complex numerical
adjustment procedure (to satisfy geometrical boundary conditions), the theoretical model system demonstrated in Fig. 2(c) was utilised further in the simulation of electron beam propagation for diverse constructional versions and improvements described in the next
section. As mentioned previously, the abrupt termination of the spherical electrostatic field at the sphere
edges introduces significant perturbation (dashed line
in Fig. 2(a)) in the ideal field distribution (represented
by a solid line in Fig. 2(a)). Since the relative contribution of this perturbation is inversely proportional to
the radius of the system (in our case, 60 mm only to
fit 8" CF-flange), we considered diverse constructional
solutions for fringing field corrections and found that
the installation of two spherical rings restores the ideal
field shape at the edges (Fig. 2(b)). In effect, the radial
potential distribution at the termination plane (crosses
in Fig. 2(a)) nearly perfectly follows (especially within
the electron beam) the ideal spherical potential curve
(solid line in Fig. 2(a)).
The same problem of fringing fields occurred in the
case of the magnetic sector field at pole piece edges
(upper part of Fig. 3(a) and corresponding distribution
curve - dashed line in Fig. 3(b). The calculated fringing
fields result in the smearing and widening of the magnetic deflection and further affect the imaging property
significantly and adversely. Therefore, we considered
an additional external magnetic element with high permeability resulting in the sharpening of the field (solid
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line in Fig. 3(b)). As our field simulations demonstrate,
the change in deflection angle will be reduced close to
the central point as shown in Fig. 3(b), which significantly minimises tangential aberrations [14].

2.4.

Instrumental Improvement

The issue of the fringing field, numerically identified in
the case of imaging analyser in the previous section,
confirmed the necessity for instrumental improvement.
The instrumental solutions introduced for electrostatic
and magnetic fringing-fields compensation can be identified respectively in the picture of the partially disassembled imaging analyser (Fig. 8) and magnetic sector field image (Fig. 3(c)). A set of six round strip
electrodes (11 and 13, Fig. 8) is placed in the gap
between spherical electrodes in the upper and in the
lower part of the imaging analyser and their potentials are set to the value of the idealistic model (solid
line in Fig. 2(a)). The simulated central force field at
the edges is terminated by means of a plain shielding
electrode with a small central opening that limits the
smearing effect of the electrostatic field at the system
boundaries. The same function is realised by the additional magnetic shielding element in the case of electromagnetic deflector shown in Fig. 3(c). With an exception of small input/output openings, it is realised as
a perfectly closed toroidal Permenorm [15] box, which
is magnetically and electrically isolated from the deflector by means of sapphire balls. To restore its unique
magnetic properties after fabrication, it was carefully
annealed in a vacuum oven.
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As mentioned in the introduction, the original theoretical description of the spherical imaging analyser concept was based on an idealistic model. In this section, our detailed theoretical and numerical analysis
aims not only at further improvements but also a better understanding of the obtained experimental results
in both reciprocal and real space. We start with the
aspect of geometrical aberrations at the main imaging
planes of the modified system according to the results
of the previous section: at the symmetry plane after
π and 2π deflection as well as after π/2 for the reciprocal plane. A numerical point object was determined by
a set of eight electron trajectories which form a pencil
of rays, with angles ranging from 0◦ to 1◦ , as expected
in the real experiment. Considering the magnification,
these values refer to the actual range of about 50◦ at
the sample. The electrons’ energies were fixed at a single value (no smearing assumed), related to the Fermi
level of the sample, to separate the regarded sort of
aberrations from other types. Thus, the only factors
of the measured aberrations were the electron starting
positions and angles.
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Initial simulation results are shown in Fig. 4(a) and
Fig. 4(b). To visualise the level of contribution of a cerInitial angle
0°
tain initial angle to the image aberration, the point
0.05°
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2
size was correlated to an expected intensity level esti0.1°
0.15°
mated by a cosine-squared distribution. One can observe that the aberrations induced by the π deflection
estimated
-4
0
exhibit a vertical symmetry only. This is due to the destigmatization
result:
flecting characteristics of the central force field, which
cause any displacement in the direction of the field gradient to have a negative value after π deflection, which
-6
-2
explains the occurrence of same-size points in pairs on
-4
-2
0
2
4
the right-hand side of the graph. Nonetheless, this
x (μm)
phenomenon meets its compensation after 2π deflec(c)
tion, where the initial image symmetry is restored with
a slight distortion for the highest angle values, which
Spherical aberrations after π deflection for high iniis presented in Fig. 4(b). The X and Y scales were Fig. 4: (a)
tial angle range (0◦ to 1◦ ). (b) Spherical aberrations
normalised, in order to estimate the possible result of
after 2π deflection. Vertical scale adjusted to show the
possible stigmatisation result. (c) Spherical aberrations
stigmatisation and thereby emphasise the aberrationafter 2π deflection for low initial angle. The upper image
corrected geometry of the image in the real system. We
shows the image as-simulated, below - the same image
decided to simulate a narrower range of pencil angles
re-scaled to demonstrate the possible stigmatisation re(0◦ to 0.15◦ ), as we expected them to exhibit less abersult.
ration after 2π deflection. This assumption was confirmed by the results shown in Fig. 4(c). The upper
part of the plot shows the image as simulated, but below a more emphatic image is provided as the estimated
indicates at least a twofold decrease of aberrations in
result of a possible later stigmatisation adjustment.
the second hemisphere deflection, which is even lower
The stigmatised image in Fig. 4(b) exhibits a spher- for small initial angles: 3–4 µm (Fig. 4(c)). It allows
ical aberration level of about 30–40 µm of a total blur us to conclude the potential real image resolution to be
of a single real image point, which is related to the below 100 nm, considering the 40–50× magnification of
corresponding value from Fig. 4(a), i.e., 80–100 µm, the image related to the sample surface.
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Chromatic aberrations must be considered when an energy distribution caused by the photoemission mechanism is evoked by high-energy photons, as in the case
of our experiment. Since the primary energy of applied illumination from the helium plasma discharge
reaches 21 eV, we assume in our numerical treatment
the energy variation in the range of several electronvolts (related to the object’s Fermi level). Figure 5
illustrates the effect of electron beam interaction with
the combined magnetic and electrostatic central force
field and its behaviour after π and 2π deflection. We
have found that the highest energy dispersion in the
case of a combined magnetic and electrostatic spherical field occurs just in the symmetry plane after π,
which determines the optimal location for dispersion
aperture. As indicated in Fig. 2(c) and Fig. 8, it was
introduced in the narrow gap between field simulating
rings described in Subsec. 2.3. Thus, Fig. 5 illustrates
the impact of chromatic aberrations of the ’real’ modified imaging analyser on the quality of the final image: after π deflection (maximal dispersion) and after
2π deflection (where dispersion is fully compensated).
In other words, the modified, ’real’ spherical imaging
analyser preserves one of the unique optical properties
attributed to an ideal central force field, namely achromatic behaviour after 2π deflection (horizontal curve
in Fig. 5(a)). Near the central orbit, the electron trajectory shift versus energy exhibits a linear character.
Introducing all the real system parameters into calculations as discussed in the previous sections, we have determined the resolving power of the energy analyser as
∼ 5 meV·µm−1 . Thus, in the real experiment that we
have carried out with HeI (21.4 eV) and ∼ 50 µm dispersion aperture, we were able to obtain an energy resolution of around ±100 meV after π deflection. However, the lateral resolution at this stage corresponds
to the size of the aperture making imaging impossible.
We, therefore, employ a second, ’mirrored’ π deflection that compensates for the dispersion of the first
one and radically raises the resolving power, as indicated by the horizontal dependence shown in Fig. 5(a).
Therefore, all electron trajectories that spread after π
are brought into a point after 2π as indicated by arrows in Fig. 5(b). The electron-optical compensation
is also utilised in the case of k-space (diffraction plane)
that occurs after π/2 deflection (Fig. 2(c)) in another
symmetry plane of the system and will be discussed in
the next section.

yπ (μm)

3.2.
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Fig. 5: Comparison of chromatic aberrations after π and 2π deflection, shown (a) as one-directional displacement related to the initial energy and (b) as two-dimensional
displacement to scale (image shrunk to literally one
point after 2π).

4.

k-Space Visualisation

4.1.

Modelling of Electronic
Structures

In this section,
several different electronic
structures
considering
energy,
position
and
emission angle were considered aiming at
a
better
understanding
of
energy-selective
k-space imaging.
Three features were modelled
to appear in a reciprocal plane after π/2 deflection
(Fig. 6(a)): a vertical one at 1 eV below the Fermi
level (999 eV ’system’ energy), a horizontal one at 1 eV
above and one circular feature just at the Fermi level.
When classically projected at the screen (without an
imaging energy analyser), many single features overlap
in the image and can’t be distinguished as seen in
Fig. 6(a). A further (’mirrored’) deflection by π/2
that corresponds to the Fourier transform, converts
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4.2.

Effect of Energy-Selective
Imaging

The mechanism of energy-selective projection of the
electronic structure in k-space is schematically shown
in Fig. 7(a) for three aperture locations (Fig. 7(b),
Fig. 7(c) and Fig. 7(d). Contrary to the situation from
Fig. 6(b), the sufficiently slim and properly adjusted,
appropriately positioned dispersion aperture enables
the selection of individual information from the k-space
related to different electronic features. Figure 7 demonstrates the beneficial change in the final image when
the real dispersion aperture is simulated in numerical
calculations. Its width was numerically set to the realistic value of 100 µm that corresponds to an energy
window of ±250 meV, sufficiently low to differentiate
one feature from another.

y (μm)

500

0

-500

-1000
-1000

-500

0

x (μm)

500

1000

(a)

100

y (μm)

As seen in Fig. 6(b), electronic structures are reduced to three concentrated groups of electron trajectories distinguished by energy alone. Although in this
plane no single k-space feature attributed to the same
electronic structure can be imaged correctly, it is the
optimal position to select this feature. To project the
electronic structure, modelled as an object of imaging in diffraction plane I (Fig. 6(a)) at the screen
(diffraction plane II, Fig. 2(c)), the transfer lens ’6’ in
Fig. 2(c) must be activated, forming the image shown
in Fig. 6(c). Disregarding a slight demagnification,
this image is just the simultaneous reproduction of the
three structures modelled in Fig. 6(a). Because in this
simulation we have fully opened the dispersion aperture numerically (all features are passing through), as
illustrated in Fig. 6(b). It reproduces just the situation,
when the imaging energy analysis is not involved. The
following section presents the advantages of energyselective imaging.

999 1000 1001 (eV)
1000

0

-100
-300

0

x (μm)

300

(b)

1000

500

y (μm)

the angles and energies into positions (distances from
the central point) in the real image symmetry plane,
where the dispersion aperture operates and therefore
the energy selection takes place.
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0

-500

The result of energy selection at 1 eV above the
Fermi level (which corresponds to the system pass
energy equal to 1001 eV), shown in Fig. 7(b) (’ver-1000
tical’ feature) as the virtual aperture is numerically
-1000
-500
0
500
1000
brought to position (b). Since all other electrons are
x
(μm)
blocked by the aperture, the referred features, i.e.,
(c)
’horizontal’ and ’circular’ (Fig. 6(c)) are also suppressed in the final image. Analogically, when the
aperture slit is shifted to the central position corre- Fig. 6: Visualisation of three features (marked by crosses, solid
dots and squares) of an artificial electronic structure of
lated to the energy of Fermi level (’circular’ feature
energies near the Fermi level, imaged (a) in diffraction
from Fig. 6(c)), the appearance of the other two asplane I (after π/2 defl.), (b) in image plane (after π defl.)
and (c) in diffraction plane II.
pects below and above the Fermi level is blocked,
in the process of the energy-selective projection, and
only one, namely ’circular’ feature manifests itself in
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Fig. 7: Simulation results of the energy-selective imaging: (a) position of the dispersive aperture in the image plane and ((b), (c),
(d)) images of consecutive filtered features at the diffraction plane II.

the image, as indicated in Fig. 7(d). The same is
valid for the energy-selective visualisation of the third
modelled feature 1 eV below Fermi level at aperture
position "c" (Fig. 7(c)).
Numerical calculations and simulations based on the
presented real model demonstrate the unique capabilities of the proposed methodology and evidenced several important aspects of an instrumental realisation
and its improvement, especially regarding electrostatic
field boundaries and the optimisation of the magnetic
sector field. The following section presents the instrumental realisation related to the analysed electron
optical subjects.
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5.
5.1.

Instrumental Realisation
Imaging Energy Analyser

The novel imaging UPS facility shown in Fig. 9 is the
result of an instrumental unification of two advanced
systems: monochromatic VUV HeI/II light source [16]
and DEEM spectromicroscope. To optimise this complex methodology, we focused our interest on the accurate description of the instrumental and experimental
realisation, especially in the main electron optical unit,
namely the imaging spherical analyser illustrated in the
final form in Fig. 8.
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after removing the upper spherical external electrode.
Two kinds of ring electrode systems are used at the
field simulation at the gap between upper and lower
sphere: four element arrangement (13, Fig. 8) at the
beam inlet/outlet (since the e-beam passes twice after 2π deflection) and two element arrangements (after
π deflection). The same instrumental solution is applied to the ’hidden’ (not visible in Fig. 8) lower sphere
- between them a cylindrical shield (11, Fig. 8) of the
dispersion aperture is introduced. The dashed line indicates the main electron optical trajectory.

3
2

13

10

5.2.
11

Fig. 8: The view of a partly assembled α-SDA (element numbering as in Fig. 1 and Fig. 2).

19

20

21

22

18

23
17

24
Fig. 9: A photograph of the DEEM system in our laboratory.
17 - HeI/HeII lamp pumping system, 18 - HeI/HeII
lamp, 19 - diffraction image screen, 20 - DEEM main
vacuum chamber, 21 - probe exchange system, 22 - Ti
sublimation pump, 23 - external part of electron beam
sample illumination system, 24 - real image screen.

It is a central, electron-optical as well constructional
part of a whole system (20, Fig. 9) and fully consistent
with the realistic, numerical model described in the
previous sections as revealed in Fig. 8.

Final Appearance of the
UPS/DEEM System

The complete experimental system illustrated in Fig. 9
was assembled according to the description presented
in the previous sections. It consists of two main components: VUV HeI/HeII monochromatic illumination
source [16] (18, left hand side in Fig. 9) and imaging spectromicroscope DEEM (20, right hand side in
Fig. 9). A novel primary electron beam system ’24’ for
the low energy electron diffraction and imaging (partially visible in Fig. 9) is internally attached to the microscope column. As seen in Fig. 9, the VUV HeI/HeII
photon source is mounted on a large aluminium plate
that can be adjusted (by means of five manipulations:
two tilts, X/Y shift and Z-motion) to assure a perfect fine positioning of the ∼ 500 µm photon beam
at the electron optical sample centre. The first two
components are pumped by three dedicated pumping
systems: the VUV HeI/HeII source and monochromator separately by two independent high vacuum systems (17, Fig. 9) and the spectromicroscope itself by
a three-stage (mechanical, turbo and ion pump) UHV
system. Since the electron beam illumination system
is directly attached to the spectromicroscope body,
it automatically becomes a part of its vacuum system.
As illustrated in Fig. 9 it is additionally equipped with
a liquid nitrogen Ti-sputtering unit (22), which assures
a better vacuum and higher pumping speed during the
time of experiments. On the top of the horizontally
mounted microscope chamber, a small sample preparation system (21) has been attached with its dedicated ion pump. It allows not only the sample thermal
treatment and in situ modifications but also its fast
exchange using a wobble-stick (Fig. 9). Additionally,
a vacuum separating plate valve has been fitted to prevent the system venting during the process.

A realistic 3D model considered first as a numerical
object for electron trajectory calculations carried out in
this study accurately replicates the same geometry as
in the instrumental realisation (Fig. 8). As in the optical simulations and numerical treatment (discussed
6.
Experimental Proof
in Subsec. 2.3. ), the primary spherical electrodes
are equipped with a system of field simulating rings
at their boundaries which reproduces the same ’ideal’ The assembled experimental facility illustrated in
radial field as generated inside the spheres. Figure 8 Fig. 9 was first used for the imaging UPS experiment
shows the top view of the imaging analyser interior for the (110) single face of molybdenum crystal and
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tuned according to our numerical simulations to visualise the valence band structure in the vicinity of Fermi
level. The VUV system has been activated at HeI line
to illuminate the molybdenum surface with sufficient
energy (21.4 eV) to excite electrons from the valence
band. The pass energy of the imaging spherical analyser has been tuned for selective detection and imaging
of the angular structure that occurs at the diffraction
plane.

Based on our numerical image simulations executed
in Subsec. 2.3.
we were able to retrace the experimental 2D structure of the valence band electrons
towards the emission area at the crystal surface. In the
upper part of Fig. 10, the adequate electron beam
traces are schematically indicated to correlate the experimental k-space projection with its electron optical
relation to the 2D structure in the system diffraction
plane BFP. Since the 2D Fermi level is not affected by
the crystallography of (110) molybdenum single face,
it is consistent with the anisotropic behaviour of the
photoemission simulated in our numerical treatment
(Subsec. 2.3. ), reflected by dots in the lower part of
Fig. 10.

7.

f1

In this paper an innovative methodology for electronic
structure probing with DEEM spectromicroscope was
analysed and presented. Since the previous theoretical descriptions of the concept were based on a purely
idealistic model (that only partially relates to the real
system), in this study we carried out a series of numerical simulations that reveal the empirical conditions as
closely as possible. It results not only in better understanding and description of proposed and realised
experiments but also allows the further improvement
of the spectromicroscopic system.

α

π

Conclusions

f2

The worsening of the imaging conditions of the analyser due to the electric and magnetic fringing field has
been studied and the consequent instrumental improvements were reported. The extremely low geometrical and chromatic aberrations of the imaging spherical analyser, implied by their intended compensation
(governed by the mirror symmetry of the system) were
demonstrated on the basis of numerical simulations
and described in this study. Finally, real experimental boundaries were applied to the created numerical
model and correlated to the experimental k-space image.

y (μm)

The compliance obtained confirms that the developed numerical model of the real system reveals very
well its assumed empirical advantages and properties
and can be used for the further electron optical improvements regarding the methodology of energy selective band structure visualisation.
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